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2018-19 Program Review – Instructional  
 

Program Overview 

Please verify the mission statement for your program. If there is no mission statement listed, please add it 
here. 

Merritt’s Computer Information Systems (CIS) discipline helps students get jobs. We provide up-to-date 
training for entry-level positions in Information Systems (IS), and Information Technology (IT). We offer 
Short Term Vocational (STV) career education that can be completed in one year or less so students can 
quickly start earning occupational wages while completing a degree or certificate.  We design our STV 
to be combined (stacked) to reach the higher awards of Associate in Science degrees and Certificates of 
Achievement. We leverage industry partners to infuse our curriculum with best practices and develop 
internships that lead to entry level employment. Our goal is to have 100% of the students who have 
received their degree or certificate working in their chosen field. 

 

List your Faculty and/or Staff 

Full Time: Courtney Brown, Monte Hanrahan 
 
Part Time: Beverly Brooks, Chijundu Okonmah, Carole Rogers, Brian Zaugg, Diane Johnson, James 
Weston, Jason Hengels, Omer Ayfer, Marilyn Varnado, Mark Egan, Timothy Mather, Steve Sterns, 
Ahsan Mir, Kaliya Young (Hamlin), Denise Seymour, Elise Bell, James Kennedy, Alan Williams, Guy 
Yardeni 

  

The Program Goals below are from your most recent Program Review or APU. If none are listed, please 
add your most recent program goals. Then, indicate the status of this goal, and which College and District 
goal your program goal aligns to. If your goal has been completed, please answer the follow up question 
regarding how you measured the achievement of this goal. 

1) Assess a different SLO each time a course is taught. Coordinate among instructors to select SLO'S 
that map to different PLO's each offering. Aim for complete SLO/PLO/ILO coverage each PR Cycle 
and for a complete program assessment at the 5-year Career Education milestone.  

2) Activate the Computer Science discipline in Peralta and formulate a clear transfer pathway to a 
Computer Science baccalaureate for students to UC, CSU, Cal Poly, and HBCU. 

3) Develop career education partnership with Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories (LBL) leading to entry 
level employment in technology careers for existing East Bay Residents.  

 

Describe your current utilization of facilities, including labs and other space 
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We currently heavily utilize P218, P103, P107, and P203. P103 is ill equipped to support “smart classroom” 
instruction which is the norm for CIS curriculum. It has no projection screen and the projector sits at eye 
level causing uncomfortable glare for the students and faculty. P218 is in need of major renovation having 
suffered water damage from a leak in 2017. Old unused furniture needs to be removed and the computer 
workstation seating for half the classroom needs to be rotated 90 degrees for ergonomic benefit of 
students, so they do not have to turn their head to see the screen, desks with power outlets, and other 
furnishings need to be replaced to support team-oriented tasks and provide power to the portable 
computers many students use in addition to in-room work stations. 

 

 

 

Enrollment Trends 

 

Enrollment Trends Power BI dashboard 

Note: Please consider the most recent 3 years when answering the questions below. 

Set the filters above to your discipline, and discuss enrollment trends over the past three years 

Up through 2015 the CIS discipline was seeing declining enrollment due to the age of the curriculum. 
Cybersecurity was added to the CIS curriculum in 2015 and though it has taken some time to get the word 
out enrollment has been steadily building. Public knowledge about Cybersecurity has steadily increased 
since 2015, security breaches in online services has made industry aware of the need to hire Cybersecurity 
trained employees. Students come from industry to take one course and discover the program, taking 
additional courses. We intend to supplement this ad-hoc recruitment with cohort-based recruitment 
through OUSD Dual Enrollment, Partnership with the Linked Learning initiative, and partnership with 
CodePath which refers a cohort of students to our program each spring and fall. The success of our 
students in national competition has also increased awareness and brought increased attention to the 
program. As Cybersecurity is currently the only program in CIS with active awards, we expect to see an 
upward trend in enrollment now that our graduates are entering the workforce. The department will be 
adding Computer Science to its programs which will add a new source of FTES to existing enrollment. 

 

https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiYTNjNTU1NTEtODZkOC00ODg0LTgyYjMtYWM1YzYxYTI4MjQwIiwidCI6ImVlYTE2YTE2LTQ4YWYtNDc3Yi05MTEzLTA1YjFjMDExMjNmZiIsImMiOjZ9
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Set the filter above to consider whether the time of day each course is offered meets the needs of 
students. 

Most of our classes are during the day which meets the needs of students fulfilling computer literacy 
requirements. Many of the courses have online sections which provides access to students who have 
conflicts with on-campus lectures. The Fill rates on-campus sections have been strong even with 8:30AM 
and 9:00AM start times. There is lower enrollment in the upper-level classes of the brand-new 
Cybersecurity program (CIS 56, 57, 59) because the enough students have not completed the first-year 
prerequisites. We expect cohort-based recruitment into the program to strengthen and improve 
enrollment there as well when combined with their inclusion as electives in other programs such as the 
Computer Science degree and certificate. We will also look in to collaborative programs with other 
districts to attract enrollment to second-year courses. 

 

Are courses scheduled in a manner that meets student needs and demands? How do you know? 

The courses are scheduled in a manner that meets student needs and our service courses CIS 1, 5, and 6 
typically fill multiple sections. CIS 1 usually fills 4 sections of 40 students. CIS 5 which is our Dual 
Enrollment offering is expected to contribute to cohort-based enrollment once it settles into a cadence 
with OUSD. The fall 2018 offering was well received. CIS worked with the Curriculum and Instruction 
Committee to ensure that the class limits for these CE/CTE courses were set to the correct value of 28 
ensuring there is no financial penalty to OUSD for cohorts with a minimum of 20 students.  

 

Describe effective and innovative teaching strategies used by faculty to increase student learning and 
engagement. 

Faculty has made video recordings of lectures from prior semester offerings of the same course in their 
online course shells. This video typically contains screen activity and narrative that is cross-referenced 
with the video of the textbook so students can follow along. They are closed captioned which permits 
students to view it while commuting in addition to supporting ADA compliance. We are seeking to 
record our Cybersecurity courses to supplement resources available for future program offerings.. 

 

How is technology used by the discipline, department? 

Technology is the focus of the discipline; computers, projectors, sound, and online Learning 
Management Systems (LMS) are heavily used to provide multi-modal learning opportunities. We also 
use Virtual Machines (VM); software emulation of complete computer systems to let students interact 
with sets of computer systems and networks much the way the will use real systems on the job. We use 
cloud services like Amazon Web Services (AWS) in instruction and also to create interactive 
Cybersecurity scenarios students can complete away from Campus, or on a high school campus as part 
of our Dual Enrollment offerings. 
    

 

How does the discipline, department, or program maintain the integrity and consistency of academic 
standards with all methods of delivery, including face to face, hybrid, and Distance Education courses? 
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Consistency and integrity in curriculum is achieved through regular input from the department's 
industry advisory group. Many courses are co-taught with industry experts in the field; in several cases 
industry experts have joined Merritt as adjunct faculty. Many laboratory exercises use a shared 
infrastructure called Netlab+ provided by the Bay Area Community College Consortium (BACCC) 
Twenty-eight colleges in the Monterey and San Francisco Bay Areas have pooled resources to purchase 
networking equipment that can be remotely accessed by reservation. Students have access to 
interactive networking scenarios created collectively by industry experts. These scenarios are regularly 
supplemented through the addition of new scenarios to address new technology and use cases. 

 

Curriculum 

Please review your course outlines of record in CurricUNet Meta to determine if they have been updated 
or deactivated in the past three years. Specify when your department will update each one, within the next 
three years. 

Of the 46 active CIS courses all have been reviewed and most updated per the 2017 Annual Program 
Update. Several have been designated for strategic updates in coordination with the “Level Up” initiative, 
a partnership with the Business disciplines and Facebook to bring online social media marketing 
techniques into our curriculum. These are CIS 234 ABCDE, our Web Publishing course sequence.  This 
coordinated evolution of BUS and CIS curriculum in partnership with members of the CIS Industry 
Advisory Board represents the intentional blending of CIS curriculum with other Business and Technology 
disciplines such as ECON and RLEST.   
 
 

 Computer Information Systems Curriculum Review Plan   
Courses     

Subject Course 
# 

Course Title 2018 2019 

CIS 1 Introduction to Computer Information Systems X   

CIS 5 Introduction to Computer Science   X 

CIS 6 Introduction to Computer Programming   X 

CIS 8 Introduction to Parallel and Cloud Programming   X 

CIS 33 Software Architectures and Algorithms   X 

CIS 35 Microcomputer Operating Systems   X 

CIS 40 Database Management   X 

CIS 42 Spreadsheet Applications   X 

CIS 49 CIS  049   X 

CIS 51 Introduction to Information Technology Project  Management   X 

CIS 52 Cloud Security Fundamentals X   

CIS 53 Intrusion Detection In-Depth: Compliance, Security, Forensics and 
Troubleshooting 

X   

CIS 54 IT Security Goals, Strategy, Policy, and Leadership X   

CIS 55 Hacker Techniques, Exploits & Incident Handling X   

CIS 56 Secure Coding in Java and .NET   X 

CIS 57 Web Application PEN Testing   X 

CIS 58 Hacker Guard – Baseline Training for IT Administrators and 
Operations 

  X 

CIS 59 Applications in Information Security   X 
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CIS 60 Computer Forensics Fundamentals   X 

CIS 64 Internet Programming in JavaScript   X 

CIS 65 CGI Programming   X 

CIS 66 XML Documents and Applications   X 

CIS 71 Introduction to Information Systems Security   X 

CIS 72 Systems and Network Administration X   

CIS 73 Networking Concepts X   

CIS 78 Digital Architectures for Computation X   

CIS 93 Cross Platform Mobile Application Development   X 

CIS 178 Build Automation for DevOps & QA   X 

CIS 201 Introduction to Computer Hardware X   

CIS 205 Computer Literacy X   

CIS 209 Introduction to Windows X   

CIS 234A World Wide Web Publishing I X   

CIS 234B World Wide Web Publishing II X   

CIS 234D Web Authoring X   

CIS 234E Creating an E-Commerce Web Site X   

CIS 239 Help Desk Tools and Techniques X   

CIS 242A Digital Animation with Flash X   

CIS 242B Digital Video X   

CIS 242C Digital Audio Production I X   

Programs    
Subject Program 

Type 
Program Title 2018 2019 

CIS AS Application Security   X 

CIS CA Application Security   X 

CIS AS Infrastructure Security   X 

CIS CA Infrastructure Security   X 

CIS CP Internet Programming X   

CIS CP PC Applications Help Desk Specialist X   

CIS CP Web Page Authoring X   

CIS CP Web Publishing X   
 

CurriQunet Meta 

Please summarize the Discipline, Department or program of study plans for curriculum plans for 
improvement. Below, please provide details for individual course improvement. Add plans for new courses 
here. 

https://peralta.curricunet.com/Account/Logon?ReturnUrl=%2f
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The department has activated the Computer Science discipline as part of the Technology portfolio. The 
Computer Science A.S. degree and Certificate of Achievement are completing review for regional 
recommendation before being sent to the state Chancellor’s office for approval. This is a workforce 
degree that leverages CIS curriculum to offer groups of restricted electives to help students enter specific 
workforce sectors such as: Cybersecurity, Mobile Software Development, DevOps, Blockchain Services, 
and Artificial Intelligence. The department plans to introduce “stackable” certificates that enable students 
to enter higher wage occupations before completion of their degree. 
 
The department will then present the approved Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA) certificate for 
regional review and state approval. It will be added to the CIS Dual Enrollment offerings in OUSD as it can 
be completed in one year or less. This creates the opportunity for a motivated high school student to 
earn their CCNA occupational certificate shortly after graduation and begin working in this field while 
continuing their studies. 
 
The department will introduce the DevOps degree and certificate program which builds on the IT Model 
Curriculum (ITMC) and leverages our software development and CIS curriculum. This requires approval of 
CIS 110, and CIS 62 which are part of the TMC. CIS 110 “Information and Communication Technology 
Essentials” leverages work done by LA Unified School District in creating an introductory IT/IS high school 
course that has been accepted by UC and CSU as articulating to IT and IS programs. This course will be 
added to the CIS OUSD Dual Enrollment offerings enabling HS students to choose this pathway. We will 
also engage with Oakland Technology Exchange (OTX) an organization that refurbishes computers for 
free distribution to Oakland residents as a partner in instruction and work-related experience.  
  
The CIS discipline will be completing a 5-year assessment of its Cybersecurity program. This assessment 
has already revealed the need to add instruction in Firewalls facilitated by our membership in the Palo 
Alto Networks Academic program. We will update our CIS programs in ways that enrich our Cybersecurity 
program; aligning instruction in web site programming, publishing, as well as instruction in Python, and 
Java.   

 

Assessment – Instructional   

Student Learning Outcomes Assessment 

List your Student Learning Outcomes 

At the Program Level for Security: 
1) Design and secure applications and services to protect critical assets. 
2) Develop, test, and implement secure applications to safeguard critical information,  
3) Manage ongoing maintenance and updates to applications and series to respond to changing 

security threats 
 
At the Course Level: 
CIS 071 - Introduction to Information Systems Security 
Evaluate vulnerability of an information system and establish a plan for risk management. 
 
CIS 055 - Hacker Techniques, Exploits & Incident Handling 
Analyzing the security requirement and the vulnerabilities of the infrastructures. Deploying security tools 
to harden it. 
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CIS 060 - Computer Forensics Fundamentals 
Communicate effectively to convey technical information to the groups they support and to understand 
their needs. 
 
Explore and develop an ethical value structure and will be able to apply that structure to problem solving 
and actions. 
 
CIS 056 - Secure Coding in Java and .NET 
Identify, assess and correct security defects in your code. 
 
CIS 059 - Applications in Information Security 
Describe the common threats to information and communication systems. 
 
CIS 057 - Web Application PEN Testing 
Conduct vulnerability scanning and exploitation of various systems and applications. 
 
Provide actionable results with information about possible remediation measures for the successful 
attacks performed. 
 
CIS 054 - IT Security Goals, Strategy, Policy, and Leadership 
Generate solutions to human and/or technological problems using relevant technologies, theories, and 
concepts; to model, analyze and critique them; and to make recommendations. 
 
CIS 058 
Identify organizational security risk exposure; identify cost-effective mitigation strategies; and prepare for 
recovery strategies. 
 

 

Were there any obstacles experienced during assessment? What worked well? (Mainly based on evidence 
in the report, attach other evidence as necessary) 

It was a challenge to step back and gather information due to the instructor student ratio of several 
classes and the complex project-based instruction. This was reflected in assessment support for hiring 
additional Cybersecurity faculty.  
 
 For example: CIS 058 - Spring 2017 assessment indicated increased need for faculty to facilitate in-lab 
collaborative work. Students wanted additional meetings that were not possible due to limited (1 day) 
availability of instructor and lack of substitute. There is currently only 1 instructor teaching the 
Applications Security program.  Students need additional interactive guidance in identifying and 
assigning risk metrics. 
 
Generally supporting the program requires creating a culture of cybersecurity, where students can take 
a step toward becoming technical professionals by becoming tutors, leading community activities such 
organizing tutorials and support for the Oakland Community in coordination with Oakland Technology 
Exchange (OTX), having Merritt supplied equipment and rooms to use for Hacking competitions and 
ASMC affiliated BANGNULL Club activities.  
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What percent of your programs have been assessed? (mainly based on evidence in the report, attach 
other evidence as necessary; note: a complete program assessment means all Program Learning 
Outcomes (PLOs) have been assessed for that program) 

Approximately 95% of our CIS programs have been assessed. Our SLOs are mapped to PLO and ILO 
through Curricunet course outlines. Several of the courses are Dynamically Dated and not offered until 
after the close of Spring 2019 assessment period. These will be assessed by the end of Spring 2019 
semester.  
 

 

How has your dept worked together on assessment (planning together)? Describe how your dept works 
well on assessment? Describe things that went well or obstacles. What aspects of assessment work went 
especially well in your department and what improvements are most needed? 

The department chair and program director organized the assessment planning using a spreadsheet that 
mapped courses offered in a semester with common SLO selection for faculty teaching the same course. 
We then worked with faculty leads to collect evidence to evaluate the outcome and populate the 
assessment metric. The faculty leads worked with individual faculty to gather metrics, evidence, and 
action plans. 
 
Being able to link back to official documents helped disseminate “know-how” to the 3-person team of 
chair, program director, and faculty lead. However, many faculty have been stymied by the different 
assessment repositories that have come and gone, and the need to re-enter and re-answer questions, 
and the inability to directly extract usable tables, graphs, or document elements for further use. There 
was no easy way for faculty to view the action plans informed by assessment outcomes and it was 
described as a “write-only” kind of task. A team was necessary for CIS assessment because as a Career 
Education (CE) program, it has reached a milestone that triggers 100% assessment of all courses in the 
program.  

 

Collaboration 

Disciplines within the department collaborate to develop attractive new programs for student.  
 
Level Up 
BUS and CIS collaborated in partnership with CIS Industry advisor Facebook to formulate the “Level Up” 
Digital Marketing program. This program incorporates insight and curriculum support from Pathstream, a 
third party employee education partner specializing in online and social media marketing. Facebook 
sponsors Merritt BUS and CIS with Pathstream, enabling incorporation of components of their program 
into Merritt instructional material. 
 
Business Analyst 
BUS and CIS are seeking to collaborate on a Business Analyst program. This program uses business 
metrics, statistics, and information systems skills to provide an analytical road map for business success. It 
is one the fastest growing BUS workforce sectors. Similar Programs at other community colleges are 
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composed of courses that map to already-approved courses in BUS and CIS. Faculty in BUS have 
indicated interest in formulating analytical specialties in the areas of: 
 

1. Social Media Analytics (Ogden, Maultsby) 
2. International Commerce Analytics (Chan, Shabazi) 
3. Online Marketing Analytics (Maultsby) 

 
We are hoping to leverage our partnership with Facebook and Pathstream to garner insight into effective 
Business Analyst curriculum and learning outcomes. 
 
Remote Sensory Vehicle (USV) Systems (Drones) 
Applied use of drones as seen in domains such as Administration of Justice (ADJUS), Real Estate (RLEST) 
and Fire Science require integration of the Remote Sensory Vehicle (RSV) with purpose-built information 
systems such as those found in CIS. There are core competencies required to collect and analyze Audio-
Visual (AV) and other sensory data. This would be supplemented by domain-specific libraries able to 
suggest patterns; The Computer Science discipline has just such a course CS 060 “Applications of Artificial 
Intelligence and Deep Learning” that can support an elective sequence and laboratory instruction for 
each of the domains. CIS will work with ADJUS and RLEST to formulate the appropriate programs. 
 
Web Applications Curriculum 
 The CIS 234 series will be updated to align with modern tiers of skills in Web Site Deployment: 
CIS 234A “Web Publishing I” – Sites deployed primarily with HTML, CSS, PHP, Javascript communicating 
with a back-end Database. This type of site is very commonly deployed and a target for penetration 
attacks. This will be brought into alignment with our Cybersecurity program to infuse Web Publishing I 
with best practices for improved security 
 
CIS 234D Web Authoring – Sites deployed primarily with blogging platforms such as WordPress or Ghost. 
Programmable behaviors are added via configurable plugins. Content management features are enabled 
and configured to place timely information and “Calls to Action” in prominent positions. Site visit metrics 
are collected and correlated to engagement metrics. Students in this course or sequence of are good 
candidates for internships with Merritt College to help maintain its public site. 
 
CIS 234E “Creating an E-Commerce Web Site” use of “Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)” and “Platform as a 
Service (PaaS)” services such as Amazon Web Service (AWS), Microsoft Azure, and IBM Bluemix to deploy 
cloud hosted suites of software and services. 
 

 

Leadership Roles 

Both Adjunct and Contract Faculty have assumed leadership roles in curriculum, instruction, and 
program development. 
 
Agile Project Management and Automation - Marilyn Varnado & Denise Seymour – Updating 
curriculum to align with the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK). This brings to Merritt 
an extremely attractive program. This program is one of the few, if not only community college 
programs that prepares students to earn the Professional Project Manager (PMP) certification. 
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Level Up – Digital Marketing program in conjunction with Facebook and Pathstream – Carrie Maultsby-
Lute 
 
Cybersecurity – 5 year Career Education program review and assessment – Courtney Brown 
 
Computer Science – Activation of the Discipline in PCCD and creation of a state recognized degree and 
certificate program – Courtney Brown  
 
DevOps – CIS is working with San Jose Community College and San Mateo Community college on 
offering a collaborative degree program in DevOps. Developing a full-stack curriculum with recognized 
workforce electives is a challenge for a single college or district. Each of the colleges mentioned offers 
courses in the foundation of a stackable sequence: the Information Technology Model Curriculum 
(ITMC,) Each may also have a sequence of courses that prepare students for a workforce sector. The 
collaborative program would support timely completion for the student by enabling more frequent 
scheduling of courses, and systematized recognition of equivalent courses which replaces manual 
petitions for substitutions of each course. It would also lift enrollment in second year courses which 
often struggle to meet enrollment targets.  

 

Planning Process 

The primary planning process happens at department meetings where faculty discuss and present 
discipline specific curriculum or cross-discipline programs. The chairs and other members will seek out 
consultation with counseling about student interests and schedule needs, dual enrollment partners like 
OUSD on course sequences, and industry advisory boards to gather information. This is then presented 
and discussed at meetings with the chairs requesting advocating faculty to complete action items. 

 

Dept meetings for Collaboration 

The department is receiving inquiries about entrepreneur pathways including software and mobile. 
Many of the students surveyed indicate starting their own business is a goal. They assume it is a given 
that they can combine real estate, Business, Digital Marketing and Web site publishing into one 
program At the department meetings we discuss creating “stackable” awards that can be combined into 
the kind of interdisciplinary award the students are seeking. 
 
In this program review cycle, Business and Technology department will seek to resolve most issues at 
the department level without dragging debate in to the MSAT Deans office. Past practice has resulted in 
some faculty feeling their voices are “Drowned Out” and that consensus reached through vigorous 
debate was undermined by favoritism that reversed or halted progress. This change will be both 
procedural and cultural. However, the need to grow collaborative curriculum and programs is too 
urgent given the rapid environment changes in technology and business. 

 

Data Analysis 
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The data from the East Bay Venture Capital Funding 2016 Report shows that software startups garner 
the largest percentage of investment funding by a 2-to-1 margin. Students are asking for the 
preparation in business and the preparation in software development to seize this opportunity. 
Creating curriculum and programs that help graduates meet this goal requires collaboration between 
Business and Technology Disciplines An ideal collaboration involves engaging with RLEST to establish 
an incubator where the tenants are focused on developing entrepreneurial software enterprises. 
 
http://www.eastbayworks.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/East-Bay-Economic-Outlook-2015-16.pdf 
 
 

 

 

http://www.eastbayworks.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/East-Bay-Economic-Outlook-2015-16.pdf
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What were the most important things your department learned from assessment? Did implementation of 
your action plans result in better student learning? In other words, how has your department used the 
results of assessment to improve student learning and/or curriculum? Please be as detailed as possible. 

Students are seeking a more immersive experience where they have access to Tutors and Instructors 
outside of the classroom in the areas of Cybersecurity and Computer Science. We need additional FT 
Cybersecurity faculty able to cover all the courses in the program and support our Industry based 
adjunct when professional responsibilities conflict. We need facilities where students can gather for 
program and project focused collaboration. 

 

Does your department participate in the assessment of multidisciplinary programs? If Yes, Describe your 
department's participation and what you learned from the assessment of the program that was applicable 
to your own discipline. 

We participate in assessment of other programs such as English, mathematics, and physics because they 
are essential elements of our new Computer Science program. We have monitored the initiative of the 
Nutrition and Dietetics department in having ENGL make improvements how written assignments are 
given and evaluated. This informs assessment of documentation provide with technical systems. CIS and 
CS are looking to follow the model interdisciplinary assessments. 

 

Does your department participate in your college's Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILOs) assessment? If 
Yes, Please describe your departments participation in assessing Institutional Learning Outcomes. 

We map course Student Learning Outcomes (SLO) to Program Learning Outcomes in CurriQunet. We 
then map Program Level Outcomes to institution Learning Outcomes (ILO) through Curricunet Meta. 

 

What support does your department need from administrators, assessment coordinators and/or your 
campus assessment committee to continue to make progress in assessment of outcomes and 
implementation of action plans? 

We need clerical assistance in the department to maintain communication with our students and 
prospective students. We need assistance managing time sheets and the registration of students in 
hacking competitions, and other supplementary activities. We need this clerical help to also assist in 
maintaining memberships in industry academic programs and certification alignment with the several 
distinct governing bodies for CIS, Computer Science, and Cybersecurity programs. We need this 
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assistance to coordinate workforce engagement on internships with and job development. We need 
support for purchasing technical parts and equipment for CIS and Computer Science laboratories.  

 

Please verify the mission statement for your program. If there is no mission statement listed, please add it 
here. 

The mission statement is on target give the 100% placement of Cybersecurity graduates in their field, 
and the ongoing formation of partnerships such as the STEM Core Network which assists in getting 
internships for students and the creation of entry level jobs with scientific employers such as NASA and 
the Department of Energy’s National Laboratories. 

Course Completion 
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Course Completion Power BI Dashboard 

Consider your course completion rates over the past three years (% of student who earned a grade of "C" 
or better). 

Use the filters on the top and right of the graphs to disaggregate your program or discipline data. When 
disaggregated, are there any groups whose course completion rate falls more than 3% points below the 

https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiZDYwMDRhN2EtMGEwOS00Nzg2LWJiMzEtN2U4ODVlODUzOWZhIiwidCI6ImVlYTE2YTE2LTQ4YWYtNDc3Yi05MTEzLTA1YjFjMDExMjNmZiIsImMiOjZ9
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discipline average? If so, indicate yes and explain what your department is doing to address the 
disproportionate impact for the group. 

Age 

Our student population is largely older career changers with families. Many are on their third or fourth 
careers. Their completion rate of 55yrs to 65yrs and older range from 55%-61%. That compares favorably 
with of the Merritt Completion rate of 69% 

 

Ethnicity 

BI statistics above indicate that we have a larger percentage of underrepresented people than the 7.4% 
estimated in the technical workforce. Our Hispanic population demographic 59% also leads the tech ratio 
of 8%. As the program continues and we see more graduates we will have more insight into the 
demographics of graduates that enter and persist in their chosen field. 

Gender 

Statistics above indicate that we have a larger percentage of female gender than the 7.4% estimated in the 
technical workforce. This has led to several ground-breaking events such as the formation of the first ever 
all-female National Cyber League competition team. Women have taken leadership roles in the club and 
the initiative has been recognized through scholarships from the Women in Cybersecurity conference and 
Facebook. Gender completion for male and female were within 2% of each other. 

Foster Youth Status 

Foster youth completion which lagged for 15-17 suddenly exceeded the Merritt completion rate by 2%. 
We don’t have any data for analysis as to the cause of this recent change. 

 

Disability Status 

Several students have utilized Student Accessibility Services (SAS formerly DSPS) to complete courses. The 
discipline uses online material heavily and has proactively engaged with SAS to identify configuration of 
software and systems that can support accessibility. Completion which had been around 44% for the first 
two years made great improvements to 65% in 2017-2018. 

 

Low Income Status 

Filters were not available. But other sources such as the excerpt from OUSD Dual Enroll;ment report on 
Dual Enrollment shows that Peralta and Merritt are increasing college completion outcomes for first 
generation low income students from 11% to 64%. We have multi-pronged initiatives coordinated to reach 
low income students: Free summer Cybercamps, support for Cyberpatriots and Mayor’s Cup competition. 
The CISE program has negotiated the donation of laptops by corporate members to Oakland Technology 
Exchange (OTX) which refurbishes them and provide half of the donations to the Oakland community and 
the other half directly to our students. CISE has supported extending the offer beyond Cybeersecurity to 
any CIIS student with a demonstrated need. 
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Completion and retention which had been about 10 points lower than Merritt average improved to within 5 
points of the Merritt average of 69%. 

 

Veteran Status 

However, we work with the veteran services counselor to support program entry and completion. We are 
currently part of ongoing discussions to enumerate the sources of funding and support for veterans and 
active-duty military interested in Cybersecurity. We have reviewed some of the particularly applicable 
specialties (Electronics and Radio Technician) and are seeking alignment with mappings between service 
member skills, academic programs, and the technical workforce. Veteran completions which had been 
matching or exceeding Merritt’s took a downturn to 55% in 17-18 

 

Consider your course completion rates over the past three years by mode of instruction. What do you 
observe? 

Face-to-Face 

Face to face had the highest completion rate. In 2015-2016 100% online was only 2% lower than face to face. 

 

Hybrid 

Hybrid had the lowest retention. Perhaps the student in this class was not as committed to attendance, or as 
diligent as online-only because they had too many options. 
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100% Online 

There was a dramatic drop in 2016-2017, possibly due to the change from Moodle to Canvas. 

 

Dual Enrollment 

We have a strong and intentional Dual Enrollment engagement with Oakland High School (OHS) and are 
leveraging our partnership with the STEM Core Network to make this the first step on a Guided Pathway. We 
are working with OUSD to supplement internships available to students through STEM Core with OHS High 
School internship network to increase the number of internships available for a Computer Science guided 
pathway. This is part of our intentional effort to grow beyond offering one-off courses and offer a sequence 
of courses that lead to a college degree. We are working with the Mathematics department on a 
combination Math/CIS sequence that begins Junior year, continues through senior year into a summer 
bridge to Merritt matriculation. 

 

Day time 

Daytime remained steady, showing an upward trend. That might be the most beneficial time for students to 
take CIS classes. 

 

Evening 

It seems these have only recently been scheduled. So far enrollment retention is lower for evening CIS classes. 

 

How do the course completion rates for your program or discipline compare to your college's Institution-
Set Standard for course completion? 

We are close to the Institution set standard of Course completion standard of 67%, varying between 55% and 
61%. 

 

How do the department's Hybrid course completion rates compare to the college course completion 
standard? 

Our cybersecurity courses are hybrid; combining face to face lecture with online laboratories. The completion 
rate of 55%-61% has been in the same range of Merritt, Many of our students opt to delay their completion in 
order to complete courses in both the infrastructure track and the applications trac,  
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Are there differences in course completion rates between face to face and Distance Education/hybrid 
courses? If so, how does the discipline, department or program deal with this situation? How do you 
assess the overall effectiveness of Distance Education/hybrid course? 

We are not seeing any differences in completion rates. 

 

 

Describe the course retention rates over the last three years. If your college has an Institution-Set 
Standard for course retention, how does your program or discipline course retention rates compare to the 
standard? 

Faculty and program director have sought out students who have neared completion but have not taken 
the final step. We have brought counselors in to special classroom sessions where they have assisted 
students with completion paperwork. 

 

What has the discipline, department, or program done to improve course completion and retention rates? 

We have established a partnership with Oakland Technology Exchange (OTX) where students can get free 
refurbished laptops. This is essential for completing courses. By providing students with equipment to do 
their work, they are able to participate more fully in activities that encourage persistence such as the 
BANGNUL ASMC club which engages students in a range of activities including hacking competitions. 

 

Degrees & Certificates Conferred 
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Degrees & Certificates Power BI dashboard 

What has the discipline, department, or program done to improve the number of degrees and certificates 
awarded? Include the number of degrees and certificates awarded by year, for the past three years. 

Introduced new disciplines such as Computer Science with new degrees and certificates. We have 
updated CIS curriculum and created new Certificates such as CCNA. We have aligned our CIS curriculum 
with the IT Model Curriculum and are developing certificates to align with the Information 
Communication Technologies/Digital Media (ICT/DM) workforce sectors and create occupation IT and IS 
certificates.  

 

Over the next 3 years, will you be focusing on increasing the number of degrees and certificates awarded? 

Yes we will be developing a DevOps degree and certificate which blends competencies from software 
development (Dev) and CIS Operations (Ops) to establish career education program tailored to the 
automation workforce. 

 

What is planned for the next 3 years to increase the number of certificates and degrees awarded? 

Computer Science – Fall 2019 launch in coordination with he Stem Core STEM Core Network, a growing 
partnership of 20 community colleges, statewide and national workforce intermediaries including 
major scientific/technical employers - NASA Ames, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratories, Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL). Together we work 
to develop curriculum aligned with workforce needs, student internships, and entry level jobs. This 

https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiZjc0ODNlMmMtZGY2Mi00MjUwLWIyYjEtNzZhOGZhMjg5NTZlIiwidCI6ImVlYTE2YTE2LTQ4YWYtNDc3Yi05MTEzLTA1YjFjMDExMjNmZiIsImMiOjZ9
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provides access for East Bay residents to technical positions while enabling employers to meet their 
staffing needs without displacing local residents. 
 
Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA) – offer program courses under Dual Enrollment enabling the 
potential for High School students to graduate with both a diploma and an occupational certificate. The 
skills conferred in this program are applicable to higher level certificates such as our Infrastructure 
security enabling the student to “stack” certificates to earn higher awards. 
 
Ethical hacking certificates – Students have achieved gainful employment by demonstrating 
competencies in ethical hacking competitions. It is a strong motivator for students to enter Cybersecurity 
via our summer camps. We plan to develop ethical hacking certificate aligned with our Dual Enrollment 
and Cybercamp pathways and the OUSD Linked Learning initiative. 
 
DevOps – We plan to develop a DevOps degree and certificate through the addition a few new courses 
to our CIS curriculum. This program will be aligned with the IT Model Curriculum which is broadly taught 
in California Community Colleges. This will permit easy transfer into the program and simplify any 
necessary substitution waivers. We will seek to extend access by formulating a regional collaborative 
degree enabling students at other colleges to add to their current programs by taking Cybersecurity 
electives with Merritt. This should create a “fast path” to completion for students who are already 
progressing through the ITMC that wish to enter the DevSecOps workforce by adding a Merritt specialty 
to their skill set. 
  

 

 

Engagement 

Discuss how faculty and staff have engaged in institutional efforts such as committees, presentations, and 
departmental activities. Please list the committees that full-time faculty participate in. 

Faculty and staff have taken part in regional initiatives such as the Cyberpatriots Summer Camp and 
have elevated Merritt’s regional profile. Faculty also serve on the Curriculum and Instruction Committee 
(CIS), the Distance Education Committee, the Guided Pathways committee. 
 
We have been active in Guided Pathways pillars 2 and 3 and are working with the Distance Education 
Committee to develop systems of record for Pillar 3 which helps students persist and thrive. 

 

Discuss how faculty and staff have engaged in community activities, partnerships and/or collaborations. 

We have met with Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) staff to develop internships and 
place students. We have partnered with Growth Sector to be part of the STEM Core Network a 
partnership of 20 Community Colleges and scientific employers like LLNL, NASA Ames, and NASA JPL 
to develop entry level jobs for graduates of 2 year programs. We host the Hidden Genius Project, and 
provided the classroom and meeting space for their 6th annual BrothersCode event. We host Athletes 
code and partner with Hack-the-Hood to provide graduates of their program a pathway to information 
systems certifications. We have partnered with Oakland Technology Exchange (OTX) to receive 
donations of computers that can be refurbished for use by our students and be distributed to the 
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Oakland community. We are looking extend this partnership to include instruction in Free and Open 
Software Systems (FOSS) like Linux. 

 

Discuss how adjunct faculty members are included in departmental training, discussions, and decision-
making. 

Adjunct faculty are included in department meetings and Business and Technology have formulated 
rules for participating by teleconference. This enables “freeway flyer” adjuncts to dial-in and contribute if 
they cannot be physically present. Adjuncts are invited to lead program development initiatives such as 
the Agile Project Management and Automation which become a stand-alone certificate as well as a 
restricted elective for the DevOps and Computer Science programs. The department secures funding for 
stipends in support of the development of Career Education programs like Project Management. 
 
They are invited to participate in industry sponsored training such as the training in Agile Project 
Management methodology offered by Collab net. They are also guided to utilize Professional 
Development funding for additional training through the Cisco Western Academy Support and Training 
Center (WASTC). Through access provided my membership in the Cisco Academy Program, Faculty can 
attend Faculty development weeks in the summer to add to their portfolio of instructional skills and 
material. 

 

Prioritized Resource Requests Summary 

In the boxes below, please add resource requests for your program. If there are no resource requested, 
leave the boxes blank.  

Resource Category Description/Justification 

Estimated 
Annual 

Salary Costs 

Estimated 
Annual 
Benefits 

Costs 

Total 
Estimated 

Cost 

Personnel:  
Classified Staff 1 
 
 

 
Assist with purchases and 
budget activities, action 
forms. Phone coverage and 
clerical assistance. Can be 
shared with 
BUS/RLEST/ECON/CIS/Comp. 
Science. 
 

 
80,000 

 
40,000 

 
120,000 

Personnel: Student Worker 
8 Student Workers – 3 each 
semester, 2 in the summer 
 
 

Students provide valuable 
Information Security 
assistance to programs and 
are able to fulfill internship 
graduation requirements 
 
 

24,000 6,000 30,000 
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Personnel: Part Time Faculty 
2 Adjuncts to teach fall 
semester sections CIS 55 and 
CIS 60 
 
 

We plan to offer sections of 
CIS 71 and CIS 72 to OUSD 
Dual Enrollment students as 
part of its Linked Learning 
initiatives. Students in those 
sections would then enroll 
directly in the courses that 
immediately follow. 
However, those courses are 
offered only in the spring. 
Adding these adjuncts would 
enable a fall offering 
enabling OUSD Linked 
Learning students to 
complete their first year of 
Cybersecurity courses in the 
first semester with Merritt.  
 

40,000 20,000 60,000 

Personnel: Full Time Faculty  
1 Full Time Computer Science 
Faculty 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 Full Time Cybersecurity 
Faculty 
 
 

Support student completion 
by enabling both a Spring 
and a Fall program cadence. 
Otherwise students must 
wait 1 year to take a class 
they failed. Support regular 
offering of program electives 
while avoiding assignment 
overloads. 
 
Support program growth 
through management of 
partnerships such as OUSD 
Linked Learning, 
Cyberpatriots, CodePath, and 
Facebook. Manage CE 
program assessment, 
provide additional support 
to Industry faculty co-
teaching in Cybersecurity 
program 

 
80,000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
80,000 

 
40,000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
40,000 

 
120,000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
120,000 

 

 

 

Resource Category Description/Justification 
Total 

Estimated 
Cost 
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Professional Development: 
Department wide PD needed 
 
 
 

Complete vendor technical training, educational 
program at discipline conferences, 
 
 
 

12,375 

Professional Development: 
Personal/Individual PD needed 
 
 
 

Faculty Training required for instruction in specific 
vendor technologies (Cisco, Palo Alto Networks, 
VersionOne, etc.) 
 
 

6,750 

 

 

 

 

Prioritized Resource Requests Summary - Continued 

 

Resource Category Description/Justification 
Total 

Estimated 
Cost 

Supplies: Software 
 

Software for instruction in computer science, Virtual 
Machine (VM) management software, Software to 
automate Virtual Laboratories for Students. 
 

32,000 

Supplies: Books, Magazines, 
and/or Periodicals 
 

Professional subscriptions, Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers (I.E.E.E.), Association of Computing 
Machinery (ACM) 
 

600 

Supplies: Instructional 
Supplies 
 

Disks, Memory, Flash Storage, paper, printing 
consumables. 

3,750 

Supplies: Non-Instructional 
Supplies 
 

Cables, connectors, fasteners. 
 
 

800 

Supplies: Library Collections 
 

Create Cybersecurity archive of conference materials 
Purchase quantity (6-12) 6 Terabyte drives to use in disk 
duplication village at annual conference. Service 
provides complete archives of all talks, demos, and 
tutorials. 
 
Purchase Network Attached storage to deploy on local 
BANGNULL Cybersecurity network providing access to 
tutorials and videos 
 

7,500 
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Resource Category Description/Justification 
Total 

Estimated 
Cost 

Technology & Equipment: New 
 

Server for instruction in Computer science major and 
electives.  
 
Laptops and server for Hacking Competition – 
Equipment to help Maintain Merritt College top 10 
standing in National Cyber League - loan to students in 
Gold team, Silver Team, Bronze team. 
 

81,000 
 
 
21,000 

Technology & Equipment: 
Replacement 
 

P Building Replace aging non-functional displays. 
Replace instructional computers that are no longer fast 
enough to run modern software. Improve Wireless 
network through put.   
 

56,750 

 

 

 

 

Prioritized Resource Requests Summary - Continued 

 

Resource Category Description/Justification 
Total 

Estimated 
Cost 

Facilities: Classrooms 
 
 
 

Renovate P218 – the main smart classroom used by CIS 
and many other disciplines. Replace tables with 
collaborative desk/science table. Remove old furniture 
and equipment, upgrade in-classroom Local Area 
Network (LAN) to 10gigabit and distributed to student 
workstations. Replace PCs with sealed workstation 
appliances supporting a Virtual Desktop Interface (VDI)  
 
Fix P103 so it has true smart classroom functionality; 
screen, audio and video, and improves working 
conditions for faculty who must deal with glare from 
projecting onto a dry-erase whiteboard. 

265,000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
17,000 

Facilities: Offices 
 
 
 

Business office where classified staff and student 
assistants can perform duties include answering and 
routing inbound calls, assistance with purchasing, 
clerical duties, and coordination of advisory boards. 

92,000 
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Facilities: Labs 
 
 
 

Create a lab building to house Cisco equipment for 
hands-on instruction, provide ethical hacking 
competition area for student competitions and foster a 
culture of computing and cybersecurity. 

12,500 

Facilities: Other 
 
 
 

Secured server room where rackmount servers can be 
hosted with sufficient power and cooling and where 
Merritt can gain access to the high sped education 
network CENIC https://cenic.org/   

32,500 

 

 

Resource Category Description/Justification 
Total 

Estimated 
Cost 

Library: Library materials 
 
 
 

  

Library: Library collections 
 
 
 

  

 

Resource Category Description/Justification 
Total 

Estimated 
Cost 

OTHER 
 
Licenses for Virtual Machines and 
Laboratory Automation Software 
 
 

 
 
VMWare and Application Software Licenses (28 seats) 
Netlabs VE automation Licenses 

 
 
35,000 
22,000 

 


